Framed in Black Ebony
by Nikki Vogel

She staked a claim to the space between volition and
violation. So limber. So limbo.
A spectacle—witnessed and staged to disrupt the
irony of red roses in a white vase.
Each song bound in a shackle, though still, putting
on the Ritz—professor of tenure.
Empathy wrapped its thorned hands around her newly
plumped throat—and redeemed.
Interchangeable copies flew the coop surprised to
find a scorpion inside a chrysalis.
Scylla and Jezebel plait braids into each other’s
hair—hair as black as ebony.
Set free, the bird knows not where it shall find
its next submission—elastic pleasure.
A mutiny was staged. The puppeteer left empty handed,
but for dangling guilt and ligaments.
Panacea or placation. Here is a band-aid—you seem
to be bleeding from the jugular.

voyeurism

by Kara Billey Thordarson

is not always about trespass
sometimes a search for reality, a task
undone, like morning hair
neighbors outside for a fire alarm
unfit to be seen
naked, yet prepared for an emergency
eyes remind us of the skin pulled over
the soft tones, the pitch we throw
out the window when we want
a stranger to hear

Twisted Half of a Kiss
by Kayleigh Cline

The dying man in the hospital bed lies in transformation:
the social worker says “from a caterpillar to a butterfly,”
and so I think that the moaning and twitching and twisting
himself up in the sheets must be the spinning of his cocoon.
Then, Mommy lifts me up to him and only then
I see the lie: this is just the decay of a man into a skeleton, and
the sheets are just the seeking of a skin to cover its emerging bones.
So I draw back my arms and bury my face in Mommy’s shoulder
because she tells me to give it a hug and a kiss,
and when it smiles at me, its upper lip convulses in pain.

Labour Power

by Mikael Raheem

In the playroom, I keep all my dolls
neatly pushed against the walls, colour-coded.
I want to stare at them for hours,
something hiding just beyond the glint
of fluorescent lights in their eyes.
Behind the glassy pupils, there must be bliss,
like the feeling of bare skin in the cold:
pure and flat and genuine.
Friends would demand we play
with them, housing them, shuttling them,
making love with them—I can only stare
and quietly seethe at their touch,
their fingerprints swirling gently on each
perfect piece.
I watched a documentary
about a factory in Asia:
some kind of special glue
that holds the eyes in place.
They make the glass look real
by custom dyes and paint,
and the smiles the dolls have
are poured from one big vat.
Twelve thousand people work at this factory,
and each one is given a special doll
for their strength and dedication.
In the shower, I pretend to be porcelain,
with concrete windpipe and moulded organs.
In the mirror, staring completely still,
unable to feel rounded and true:
if I were a fruit, these would be my bruises.
I hear laughter from the playroom
and stare
at raucous shrieks, gouging
howls, and miraculous plastic conception.

night talk

by Elena Belyea

you tell me on the phone about your day,
the way you worked your yard and dug the earth.
we create a tunnel of sound, diminish the space between us.
i tell you, this city ought to be ashamed.
i tell you, the thing i liked best
was the picture of eric’s great-grandmother
her sitting at the table, trembling yellow,
hands folded smooth over birthday cake.
she looked so small, i tell you.
she looked so good and so small.
if your home is so full of these things,
put me in it. if your home is so full
of things that seem small,
let me take them up in my hands
and put them down again.
your voice closes, tightening evening.
sometimes, you are just too far away,
and tonight i remember how long we are from home,
where we would climb the sweating limbs of magnolia
and let go.

Ladybugs

by Wendy McGrath

there were a half-dozen crawling
on the bathroom window sill
but it was the middle of winter
and even if I had wanted
to put them outside
it would have been pointless
because in the 30-below cold
they would have died

Divergent Driving

by Brendan Thompson

lips brush
part ways
but her mist stays heavy on me
in my mind
as
I drive thru the thickest snowstorm
so then find flakes’ softness
their eager relaxedness
to fall
to subsist her around me as she drives
me to beauty descending/
elle neige
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The poetry masterclass was taught in the fall of 2010 by Derek
Walcott, Nobel Laureate, and Bert Almon. Professor Walcott
had the students work on poems for a northern bestiary and led
them through readings in some of the finest poetry of the 20th
century. The class tried everything from ghazals and glosas to
traditional forms like the quatrain. They also memorized poetry
by Auden and Hardy and will never forget, “They sing their
dearest songs—he, she, all of them.”
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